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As you get more comfortable with writing pseudocode for algorithms to solve the homework
problems, you should start to think about how to improve your pseudocode. After all, it
isn’t enough to write a correct algorithm if no one else (in this case, the TAs grading your
homeworks) can understand it! If you have a clean solution that is easy to follow, not only
does it make it easier for someone else to read it, but it makes it easier for you to hand-
simulate your algorithm and/or prove that it is correct. This handout has 4 examples of
algorithms1, ranging from very confusing to totally awesome, that solve the same problem:
eliminating duplicate edges in the foliage problem. The purpose of this handout is to explain
what specifically makes one way of writing pseudocode better than another, and give you
some steps for how to refine your own algorithms and make them beauuutiful!

1 Example 1

When coming up with an algorithm, it can be helpful to think in Java since you are so used
to writing code to tackle the problem you are given. However, writing pseudocode that
contains a lot of language-specific syntax can often obfuscate what your algorithm actually
does. A good goal to keep in mind is to write an algorithm that could be implemented in
any language: Java, Python, C++... even Scheme (ew CS17, gross)!

It is also important to use data structures and their methods at a high level. As long as
you are not using some super-special implementation of a data structure, you can assume
that you can use any of the data structures about which you have learned in CS16. Many,
many solutions I saw included an implementation of a hash table using an array of lists
and a hash function (or something similar) as part of the answer. We will never ask you to
give an implementation of a data structure in this sort of problem-solving question – that’s
what the Python problems are for!

1I drew on my vague memories of grading a few weeks ago to come up with the examples, so if any of

the examples resemble your solution, don’t worry! It just means that a lot of people had similar solutions.

We understand that writing pseudocode is fairly new to everyone, so hopefully after reading this handout,

you will strive to new heights of algorithmic beauty in the future.
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Here is a solution that is pretty difficult to read. It does some funky things with
appending to an array and might not even work depending on the hash function used!

algorithm makeChains

input: array edges[0...n-1] of n directed edges

output: array of edges without duplicates

List[] hashTable = new List[n];

h = hashfunction; //see hashfunction below

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) { //insert all the edges

index = h(edges[i].start());

if (hashTable[index] == null) {

hashTable[index] = new List<Edge>();

}

hashTable[index].append(edges[i]);

}

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) { //remove edges whose reverse is in the table

index = h(reverse(edges[i]).start());

if (hashTable[index].contains(reverse(edges[i]))) {

hashTable[index].remove(reverse(edges[i]));

hashTable[h(edges[i]).start()].remove(edges[i]);

}

}

edge[] results = new edge[hashTable.size()];

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) { //make an array of results to return

if (hashTable[i] != null) {

for (int j = 0; j < hashTable[i].size(); j++) {

results.append(hashTable[i].getElement(j));

}

}

}

return results;

algorithm hashFunction

//omitted some hash function defined here

//this is getting pretty long!
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Hoo boy! Let’s go through how the algorithm works, and then discuss ways to improve
it.

First, make an array of lists and use a hash function (defined at the end) to implement
a hash table. Next, insert every input edge into the hash table using the hash function to
index into the array. If there is no list at the index, make a new list, and append the edge
to the list. Then, for every input edge, find the index of the reversed edge, and check if the
list at that index actually contains the reversed edge. If it does, remove the reversed edge
and the original edge from the hash table. Finally, make an array of results, append all the
remaining edges in the hash table to the results array, and return the results.

Even though it is still a bit confusing, the paragraph above does a much better job of
explaining the algorithm than the page of code before it! How can we make our algorithm
easier to read?

First, we can incorporate some code-to-pseudocode conversions 2 to make our algorithm
less language-specific. We can change all the for loops of this form:

for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {

//do something

}

to this:

for i from 1 to n-1:

//do something

or alternatively:

for i <- 1 to n-1:

//do something

The assignment arrow above is equivalent to using = as an assignment operator. Some
people prefer to use ← for assignments, since it makes it clear which variable is being
assigned what. Remember those bugs you used to get when you accidentally switched
which variable was on which side of the assignment operator? If Java used arrows for
assignment, I bet that wouldn’t have been a problem! E.g.

currMax <- values[i]

Also, in pseudocode it is acceptable to use a single = instead of double == in equality
testing, so using an arrow for the assignment operator makes it extra clear what you are
doing. However, in most cases it won’t make a big difference, so this choice is up to you –
as long as you’re consistent.

Another syntax-specific convention is declaring the types of all variables. In pseudocode,
it usually is clear enough from context what the type of a variable is. For example:

H <- new hash table

2You can find more examples on the course website under Info/Docs>>CS16 Pseudocode Standards
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is clear enough without declaring H as type hash table. Notice how we also said “hash
table” instead of “HashTable,” since we are using the abstract data structure, rather than
a specific implementation of a hash table (e.g. Java’s java.util.Hashtable). We can
also get rid of the implementation details of the hash table and just use one, as long as we
specify that the hash table can store multiple values for keys (to eliminate any confusion
about how the hash table handles collisions). In our next example, we will show how to
create a hash table and use the standard hash table methods without knowing how they
are implemented. Let’s also get rid of those silly semi-colons!

2 Example 2

Let’s incorporate the basic improvements from the previous example and rewrite our algo-
rithm.

algorithm makeChains

input: array of n edges

output: array of edges without duplicates

H <- new hash table //can contain multiple values for a key

for i <- 0 to n - 1:

H.insert(edges[i])

for i <- 0 to n - 1:

r <- reverse(edges[i])

if (H.contains(r)):

H.remove(r)

H.remove(edges[i])

results <- new Array

for i <- 0 to n - 1:

if (H.contains(edges[i])):

results.append(edges[i])

return results

So much better! With those few, simple changes, the algorithm becomes so much more
intelligible. This is the minimum quality of a solution that we expect on homeworks . . . we
can still do so much better!

We already made the improvement of using for i from 1 to n-1 to index into an
array. However, since we don’t really care what the index of each element is and we just
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want the element, instead of accessing the elements in the input array by indexing into the
array with a for loop, it is much cleaner to use a for-each loop as below:

for each element e in the array E:

//do something

For this problem, we specified the input as “an array edges[0 .. n-1] of n directed edges,”
but for many problems in future homeworks, your input might be a graph G =< V,E >, or
something similarly general. In that case, your algorithm should be as general as possible
to allow for any implementation of the input that is given. Let’s change our algorithm to
take an input E, a set of edges. Then instead of iterating over the indices in the input array,
we can just use a for-each loop as such:

for each edge e in E:

//do something

Coolycats! We can also make our pseudocode flow more naturally if we make it sound
like an explanation, rather than code. For example, instead of:

for each edge e in E:

H.insert(e)

we can write

for each edge e in E:

insert e into H

There are times when it is more clear to use the “code-y” syntax of calling a method on an
object, so this is a stylistic choice that you can make. Personally, if I can summarize a piece
of code in English and it seems more clear to me, I will write out a very short sentence
instead of the code, but this is up to you. To illustrate this, let’s look at how we output the
edges. Why do we spend nearly half of the algorithm making an array of edges to output,
when all we care is that we output all the edges in the hash table? After we finish updating
the hash table, we can just say:

return H.values()

or better,

return a list of all edges in H

I might even write:

return all edges in H

Sometimes it is reasonable to assume you can summarize code, and sometimes you should
write it out in your pseudocode. If you are doing something really trivial like iterating over
a hash table to make a list of edges to return, you can just summarize it, but if you’re
not sure, you can always post to the Google group and ask. For example, on your last
homework, a student asked whether it was reasonable to use topological sort or we wanted
you to write out the pseudocode for topological sort (we asked you to write it out).
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3 Example 3

With the new changes, our algorithm is getting even better...

algorithm makeChains(E)

input: E edges

output: edges without duplicates

H <- new hash table

for each edge e in E:

insert e into H

for each edge e in E:

if H contains reverse(e):

remove reverse(e) from H

remove e from H

return edges in H

Up to now, most of our changes have been stylistic changes to how we write the pseu-
docode in order to make the algorithm easier to read, and at this point I would say that
the algorithm is about as clear as it can get. However, we can still improve the steps of
the algorithm itself. You might notice that we insert reverse edges just to remove the edge
and the reverse later. What if we never inserted these edges at all? We can do this by
checking whether the reverse edge is in the hash table before we insert an edge. Although
this doesn’t change the big-O runtime, it could improve the runtime by up to a factor of
2, which in real life (as opposed to CS16 fake life) is a huge improvement. Imagine if all
Google searches were twice as fast, or Facebook loaded pictures twice as fast... then your
(light) internet stalking would be so much quicker!

The final algorithm is on the next page. I know the anticipation is absolutely killing
you because this handout is such a page-turner.
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4 Example 4

Here it is!

algorithm makeChains(E)

input: E edges

output: edges without duplicates

H <- new Hashtable

for each edge e in E:

if H contains reverse(e):

remove reverse(e) from H

otherwise insert e into H

return edges in H

Six lines, heck yes! Although line-count is not a perfect gauge of the quality of an answer,
a simpler, correct answer is preferable to a more complicated, correct answer :>

If you’re having a lot of trouble writing out an algorithm and it seems way too long and
complicated, I hope you refer to this handout in your time of need!
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